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Abstract—The sparse decomposition of vibration signal is 
the important part of the fault diagnosis of Double Cavity 
Jaw Crusher. But the calculation count of sparse 
decomposition is very large, and it is difficult to fulfill signal 
processing. After analyzing characteristics of Double Cavity 
Jaw Crusher, this paper proposes applying the hybrid 
algorithm, DEPSO which mixed the characteristics of 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) and difference evolution 
(DE) algorithm to extracting signal feature of Double Cavity 
Jaw Crusher and using it to complete signal decomposition 
of the best atoms search. With the combination of PSO and 
DE, this method avoids falling into the partial optimal 
solution. Besides, after the algorithm import the chiasma or 
variation operations?, the adaptability of the algorithm has 
made a lot of improvement. The result shows that applying 
DEPSO to extracting signal feature of Double Cavity Jaw 
Crusher greatly improves the searching speed, efficiency 
and accuracy of decomposition, and the calculation has also 
dropped down dramatically.  
 
Index Terms—Double Cavity Jaw Crusher, DEPSO, 
Matching pursuit, Signal feature extraction 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Jaw Crusher is widely used in mining, metallurgy, 
construction, chemical industry and transportation 
departments of industry. Ref. [1], the main working part 
of Jaw Crusher is the crank rocker mechanism. 
Connecting rod(swing jaw) which is driven by crank 
applies the mechanical force such as extrusion force, 
splitting, friction force and impact force to materials. It is 
obvious that there are complex unstable vibration in the 
working process of crusher such as unbalance vibration, 
impact vibration and the vibration caused by the failures 
of the parts. Ref. [2], by analysing the vibration of Jaw 
Crusher, it will provide the basis for crusher improvement 
and fault diagnosis . 

Generally, the signal sparse decomposition is very 
important to vibration signal feature extraction. Ref. [3], 
in 1993 Mallat etc. summarized the predecessor’s results 
of research and put forward that Matching Pursuit (MP) 
algorithm could be used to the general decomposition of 
non-quadrature signal. At present, MP is widely used in 

signal compression, denoising, coding, identify and time-
frequency distribution and extracting weak signal.  

In practical application, researchers usually find the 
best matching atom of each MP with Newton method. 
However, this method is not only difficult to obtain the 
global optimal solution but also needs a lot of 
calculations. Thus, in recent years, many scholars have 
done a lot of research on how to reduce the calculation of 
decompose signal based MP. Ref. [4], Fan Hong and 
others used the hybrid coding genetic algorithm to find 
the best matching atom and achieved certain results. Ref. 
[5], based on the characteristics of atoms and FFT 
algorithm, Yin Zhongke etc. suggested a fast effective 
algorithms. Ref. [6], Yin Ming etc. used ant colony 
algorithm to fulfill the search for the best atoms 
decompose based on MP. Ref. [7], Shu Weijie did 
artificial fish-swarm algorithm(AFSA) to do?. The result 
of these researches is very helpful to reducing the 
calculation of MP signal decomposition. However, 
because each algorithm has its limitations, it help drop 
down the calculation of signal decomposition drastically 
and at the same time, the accuracy of reconstructed signal 
could not be guaranteed. 

Learning from these findings, this article proposes 
using the hybrid algorithm, DEPSO, to complete the 
searching of the best atoms of signal sparse 
decomposition based on matching pursuit algorithm. 
Using DEPSO could avoid falling into the partial optimal 
solution which is common to single optimization 
algorithm. After the algorithm import the chiasma or 
variation operations, the adaptability of the algorithm has 
made a lot of improvement. The result of experiment 
which chose the Double Cavity Jaw Crusher for object of 
simulation shows that, using DEPSO algorithm to find 
the best atom of signal decomposition based on MP of 
signal feature extraction, the searching speed, efficiency 
and accuracy of decomposition has been improved 
greatly. 

II.  WORKING CHARACTERISTICS OF DOUBLE CAVITY JAW 
CRUSHER 

Fig. 1 shows the mechanism motion diagram of double 
cavity jaw crusher.  
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Fig. 2 shows work principle of double cavity jaw 

crusher.  
Ref. [8], compared with the structure of ordinary jaw 

crusher, Double Cavity jaw Crusher has two pieces of 
jaw plate and two piece of activities jaw plate assemble 
on the both sides of a move jaw, and then forms into two 

crushing cavities with two fixed jaw plates. The chart of 
Double Cavity jaw Crusher is shown in Fig. 2. There are 
two crushing cavity (Cavity and II) in Fig. 2. This is said 
that there is another crushing cavity which is assembled 
on the other side of traditional jaw crusher. Crusher with 
this structure can work in double working states. When 
the crank rotates in a range of angle α, materials in the 
crushing cavity I are crushed and materials in crushing 
cavity II are discharged; When the crank turns to the 
range of angle 360°-α, materials in the crushing cavity II 
are crushed and materials in crushing cavity I are 
discharging and do reciprocating cycle. This crusher with 
this type does not exist energy consumption of idle 
running and the handling ability of the crusher will be 
doubled.  

Ref. [9], Double cavity jaw crusher has a four-pole 
structure, its performance is dependable and structure is 
compact. Its crushing efficiency could be increased 

 

 
Figure 2.  Work principle of Double Cavity Jaw Crusher 

1. Upper bracket; 2. Lower bracket; 3. Adjusting shim; 4. Insurance board tray; 5. Insurance board; 6. Fixed jaw spindle; 7. Locating ring of fixed jaw 
spindle; 8. Brushing of fixed jaw spindle; 9. Pressing block; 10. Bolt of fixed jaw’s pressing block; 11. Nut; 12. Washer; 13. Articulated short axis; 14. 

Rocker; 15. Double end stud; 16. Nut; 17. Washer; 18.Housing of rocker spindle; 19. Bolt of moving jaw’s pressing block; 20. Side guard(left); 21. 
Side guard(right); 22. Bolt of Side guard; 23. Shaft; 24. Disk spring; 25. Adjusting bolt; 26. Foundation bolt; 27. Fixed jaw; 28. Fixed jaw’s tooth 
plate; 29. Moving jaw’s tooth plate; 30. Moving jaw; 31.Oil pipe; 32. Oil cup; 33. Eccentric spindle; 34. Plug; I. Crushing cavity a;  II. Crushing 

cavity b; 
 

significantly. Compared with ordinary jaw crusher, it has 
the following features: 

• High productive capacity, low power 
consumption and effect of saving energy is very 
outstanding. Nowadays, the energy is rather tight 
so double cavity jaw crusher has more practical 
meaning. 

•   Widely applicable. Two crushing cavity can use 
in parallel in order to increase production. we can 
also use two series and increase the crushing ratio 
to get more fine grade products.  

• Save space and cover a less area. If the volume 
of production is identical, two cavity crushing jaw 
crusher can save half of the space. Nowadays, the 
land is tense in increasingly. So its superiority 
become more prominent. 

• The system maintenance is simple. Change of 
the two sets of maintenance to a maintenance 
quantity. 

The main work device of Double Cavity Jaw Crusher 
is the crank rocker mechanism. The change of crank’s 
centroid will cause vibration in a certain scope when 
Double Cavity jaw Crusher is working. This vibration can 
be balanced by the pulley of the eccentric block. But 
when the connecting rod and rocker are working, their 
centroid do the circular motion as a certain track. This is 
the main reason that the airframe of jaw crusher vibrate. 

The vibration signal of Double Cavity Jaw Crusher is 
acquired by acceleration sensor. After analog-to-digital 
conversion, filtering and other processes, finally, it 
decomposes the vibration signal of Double Cavity Jaw 
Crusher into common waveform signal by the over-
completed parameters method based on MP. That 

 
Figure 1.  The mechanism motion diagram of double cavity 

jaw crusher 
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provides a basis for fault diagnosis and design and 
manufacture of the jaw crusher. 

III. MATCHING PURSUIT ALGORITHM 

Ref. [10], set to decompose signals f H and H is finite 
dimensional Hilbert-space. D is over-complete atom 
dictionary( D H ). Firstly, select the atoms, 

0
gγ ,which 

matched with decomposition signal greatly from over-
complete atom dictionary, D . 

0
gγ should meet that 

><
0

, γgf  is the largest one among inner product 

between atoms of D dictionary and f. Therefore, f can be 
expressed as: 

f= < f,
0

gγ >
0

gγ + 1R f (1)

In Eq. (1), 1R f is the residual amount of the first 
decomposition of original signal. Using the above 
methods, after decomposing n steps, the signal will be 
expressed as: 
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If the length of signal is limited and n increases 
infinitely, fR n  will be exponential decay to zero. And 

then, the signal will be expressed as： 

∑
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The signal decomposition of matching pursuit is a 
decomposition process step by step according to the 
dictionary atoms. First of all, select the signals which are 
the best match of atoms in the dictionary atoms. In other 
words, select the most similar dictionary atoms, and then 
extract the components which are matched with the 
selected atoms from the original signal. Next, decompose 
the rest residual signals by the process above. Repeat as 
this until the energy of the residual signal is less than the 
value of specified threshold. Therefore, the signal 
characterized with dictionary atoms can be extracted by 
step by step. In fact, the signal decomposition of MP is 
the process of orthogonal projection. And that can ensure 
the decomposition’s uniqueness of chosen dictionary 
atoms. Fig. 4 shows the process of signal decomposition.  
From the process of decomposition based on MP, it is 
known that decomposing every times signal or residual 
signal must select the atom form over-completed 
dictionary, calculate and obtain the maximum value. In 
other words, every step of the calculation should be done 
based on Eq. (3) and changed to the multiple inner 
product calculation in a high-dimensional. Ref. [11], so 
this is the main reason that amount of calculation of 
signal decomposition is large. If take Eq. (3) as objective 

optimization function and use DEPSO algorithm, the 
amount of calculation will be dropped down obviously. 

 

IV. HYBRID ALGORITHM——DEPSO 

A.  Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 
Ref. [12], particle swarm optimization algorithm is put 

forward by American scholars, J. Kennedy and R. C. 
Eberhart, in 1995. The basic idea of PSO is: randomly 
initialize a group of no-volume and no-quality particles 
and take each particle as a feasible solution of 
optimization problems, the quality of which is measured 
by fitness function. Each particle moves in the feasible 
solution space, the direction and distance of which is 
determined by variable velocity. Usually the particles will 
follow the current best particle and get the optimal 
solution through generationally searching many times in 
the end. In every generation, the particle will follow two 
extreme values: one is the found optimal solution of 
particle itself so far, the other is a found optimal solution 
of whole population so far. Suppose a group consisted of 
M particles move in a certain speed in the D-dimensional 
space. At t, the position of particle i is t

idx and the best 

position of particle moving is the individual extreme t
idp . 

The best position of the group moving is the global 
extreme t

gdp  and the velocity is t
idv .Therefore, through 

Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) the velocity and position of particle at 
t+1 is updated: 

)()( 2211
1 t

gd
t
gd

t
id

t
id

t
id

t
id xprcxprcvv −+−+=+ ω   (5)

11 ++ += t
id

t
id

t
id vxx                     (6)

where ω is inertia weight factor and shows the inheritance 
of the previous velocity of particle. Smaller ω is benefit 
to searching globally and larger ω is good at doing locally. 

1c , 2c  are acceleration constant and show how the best 
position of particle or moving group take effect on the 
velocity of particle or group. 1r , 2r  are random numbers 
uniformly distributed in (0, 1). Eq. (5) mainly has three 
parts: the first part is the inheritance of previous speed 
particles, which shows that the trust of current movement 
state of particles and it will do inertial movement 
according to own the speed; The second part is 

Figure 3.  The process of signal decomposition based on MP 
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"cognitive" part, being the particles’ thinking over itself, 
which considering their own past experiences it makes 
decision for the next step to achieve behavior, and the 
decision-making behavior is the "cognitive" which 
reflects the boost learning process; The third part is the 
"social" part and it said the information sharing and 
cooperation between particles. 

PSO algorithm converges faster in the early 
optimization but in practice application the diversity of 
group lost too fast and it is easy to born premature 
stagnation later. This is because in the early optimization 
the diversity of entire group maintains in high range. At 
this time, the performance of adapted parameter’s high 
change is local optimization. As the individuals of group 
are close to the optimal individuals of group, the diversity 
of entire group is stopped in small range. That represents 
that the change of adapted parameter is stopped or 
dropped down. At moment, the algorithm takes on the 
stagnant phenomenon. In other words, that is premature 
stagnation. So it will fall into local optimum. If only use 
PSO to make signal sparse decomposition, the accuracy 
and speed couldn’t be guaranteed. 

B.  Difference Optimization Algorithm 
According to differential evolution algorithm (DE) 

which was put forward in1995 and is a random, parallel 
and a direct searching algorithm. Ref. [13], At the 
beginning, it will get a random initial group and then 
across choosing, hybridizing and mutating continuously 
calculate iteratively. According to individual's fitness 
value, keep good individual, wash out inferior and lead 
the searching process to the optimal solution. 

For a minimization problem )(ma xxF , DE starts from 

initial group t
ix  consisting of N candidate solutions, i=1, 

2, …, N. i is group number and t is iterative number. 
Among mutating, the random variation tvi  is born by 

Eq.(7). In Eq.(7), 1r , 2r , { }Nr ，，，...213 ∈  is random 
number. [ ]2,0∈F  is weighted factor. 

)(
321

t
r

t
r

t
r

t
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t
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],1[ Dj∈ ; ]1,0[)( ∈jrandb  is the value of j time in 
same random number generator; ]1,0[∈CR  is mutation 
probability; ],...,2,1[)( Dirandr ∈  is the index of 
randomly choosing and get a parameter at least. 

Among choosing, DE uses greedy strategy:  

Applying the DE for MP algorithm, mutation operator 
of DE is benefit to searching globally and make sure the 
diversity of group; crossover operator can improve the 
ability of locally searching and speed up the convergence 
rate; selection operators have certain memory ability and 
can keep excellent individuals. Ref. [14], However, as the 
loss of diversity of group the speed of convergence will 
be dropped and the algorithm is easy to fall into local 
optimum in the later evolution.  

 

C.  Signal Sparse Decomposition Based on DEPSO and 
MP 

PSO and DE are both the heuristic algorithm based on 
the group. The major difference between them is the way 
to produce. As we know from the above, if the MP 
algorithm mix with PSO algorithm or DE algorithm, there 
will be local optimal, diversity loss. In recent years, many 
scholars have tried to combine advantage of PSO and DE. 
Ref. [15], W. J. Zhang and X. F. Xie presented a hybrid 
PSO introduce DE thought and by the DE operations the 
diversity of group in the PSO is increased. Ref. [16], T. 
Handless proposed a hybrid model that each individual 
follows the tradition of the PSO algorithm, but sometimes 
runs DE. And this model could move particle from bad 
area to good one and is benefit to continuing search.  
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Figure 4.   Flow chart of sparse decomposition algorithm Based on 

DEPSO and MP 

In order to effectively use the advantages of PSO and 
DE, advise using DEPSO which maxed with DE and PSO 
to solve the problem that the calculation of signal sparse 
decomposition is large. DEPSO algorithm is based on a 
double group evolution strategy: one group’s individuals 
follow the PSO and evolve and another group’s 
individuals follow the DE and do. In every evolutionary 
process, the use of an information communication 
mechanism for information exchanging could avoid 
various groups falling into local optimization. Using DE 
operation guide the particle of PSO operation evolving. 
That can not only guarantee the precision of algorithm 
but also the solving speed is guaranteed. This algorithm is 
benefit to interaction of two groups, and balancing the 
coordination development ability and explore ability, 
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maintaining the diversity of group and reducing the risk 
of getting into the local optimization.  

Fig. 4 shows the process of signal sparse 
decomposition based on DEPSO and MP. 

V.  SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS 

Double Cavity Jaw Crusher use crank and rocker 
mechanism to get the mechanical force such as impulsion, 
friction and so on. The working vibration signal mainly 
contains the impulse attenuation and sine and cosine 
signal. Thus, the signal equations of no-load and load 
simulation respectively are such as Eq. (10) and Eq. (11). 

)5.115.0sin(21.0)( t8sin
1 π++−= − tetf ）（      (10)

)5.115.0sin(2)4.0(sin1.0)( t8sin
2 π++−= ttetf ）（

)4.0sin(5.0 )5.1cos( te t π++  
(11)

Ref. [17], in order to accurately and efficiently extract 
each component of the equipment vibration signals, the 
time-frequency atoms which is used to signal sparse 
decomposition based on MP is Gabor.  

))(sin()(
21

)(

),,,( Φ+−=
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⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

−

−−

Φ utvetg s

utsv
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When the number of iteration is maximum or the error 
between the best particle and signal characteristics 
parameters is within the allowable range, the operation is 
successful. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 (b) (c) show the construction 
signal after iterating across the hybrid algorithm and the 
signal residue. From the figure, see that the 
reconstruction-signal is nearly same with the original 
signal. Because DE and PSO is the intelligence algorithm 
based on the group and their outcome is random, 
sometimes the signal is not stable. However, this does not 
affect the actual application of the result of signal sparse 
decomposition. Table I shows the precision comparison 
between the original simulation signal and reconstruction 
signals after iterative 10, 30 and 100 times. 

It is not much significance to give the actual time of 
sparse decomposition. The rate of signal sparse 
decomposition based on general algorithm and MP is 
defined 1. Table II shows how many times of the rate of 
signal sparse decomposition based on the MP and 
DEPSO to the general algorithm and MP. 
 

 
Figure 5.  Signal of no-load: a. Simulation signal of no-load; b. Reconstructing signal of no-load; c. signal residue 

 
Figure 6.  Signal of no-load: a. Simulation signal of no-load; b. Reconstructing signal of no-load; c. signal residue 
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Table I and Table II show that compared with the 

ordinary algorithm, using the MP algorithm based on 
DEPSO sparse decomposition of the signal could get the 
enough precision and speed to meet the actual needs. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The article proposed using the hybrid algorithm, 
DEPSO based on PSO and DE, for signal feature 
exaction. And it avoids falling into the partial optimal 
solution which is common to single optimization 
algorithm. After the algorithm import the chiasma or 
variation operations, the adaptability of the algorithm has 
been improved greatly. In addition, it is easy to avoid the 
premature stagnation later. It is significant to solve the 
problem that the speed of DE algorithm’s convergence. is 
dropped down greatly. What’s more, it takes a good 
effect on reconstruction and extraction of signal. In 
addition, we could make the vibration signal of the jaw 
crusher as the object and add DEPSO algorithm fusion 
into signal decomposition. Then after the signal 
decomposition we can see the results of simulation. The 
characteristics of the reconstruction can be regard as the 
original signal and the effect is very clear. 
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TABLE II  

CONTRAST OF SPEED OF SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION 

Algorithm Rate 
General 1 
DEPSO 35 

TABLE I  

THE PRECISION COMPARISON BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL SIMULATION AND RECONSTRUCTION SIGNALS 

Parameter Original simulation Iterative 10 times Iterative 30 times Iterative 100 times 
Maximum of no-load 1.9616 2.0121 1.9518 1.9824 
Minimum of no-load -2.2441 -2.2380 -2.2467 -2.2350 

Maximum of load 2.7839 2.4850 2.9564 2.6600 
Mi i f l d 3 1010 2 8990 2 8990 2 9885
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